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About This Content

Take On Noisecontrollers is an entirely free DLC for Take On Helicopters.
Fusing two seemingly disconnected worlds, it is one of the first forays of hardstyle music into gaming.

The exciting collaboration between DJ and producer duo Noisecontrollers and Bohemia Interactive, has produced a fun
expansion for everyone to enjoy.

Take On Noisecontrollers includes 14 new Time Trials, virtual recreations of the Noisecontrollers themselves (Bas Oskam &
Arjan Terpstra), themed Light helicopter liveries, and last but not least: a 30-minute exclusive DJ mix!

Key features

Paint Schemes – Fly around using several new paint schemes for the Light helicopter

Tough Time Trials – Beat the best times and the special Noisecontrollers time, in 14 new races.

Hardstyle Music Channel - Get a preview of the E=nc2 debut album in an exclusive mix.

The Noisecontrollers – Meet Bas and Arjan as virtual characters

Owners of Take on Helicopters will automatically download this content the next time they update their game.
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Title: Take on Helicopters - Noisecontrollers
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT or ATI Radeon 4850 with Shader Model 3 and 512 MB VRAM or faster

DirectX®:dx90c

Hard Drive:20 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible audio-card

English
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A true danmaku (unlike most things that call themselves "bullet hell" on Steam). Tiny hitbox, dense patterns you have to
memorize, bullets that turn into points, the cherry blossom level, all the classics.

So much fun. I just wish it had more levels.. I sadly wasn't entertained, what intrigue I had was quickly dashed by time
consuming running around trying to find something that stood out. Once I found something, I eventually figured out what I had
to do, but then I was again teleported to a new place to do more tedious running around.

I personally couldn't get enough out of the landscape or music to warrant my time being spent running from A-all-over-to-B to
find the interesting parts of the game, I'm usually more capable of finding patience for games like these, but this wasn't one of
them.. SCREAMED FOR ETERNITY. 10\/10. OF COURSE HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. Game of the year??? Very re-
playable as it is only 3 minutes long. Probably one of the best games to come out in the past century.. I guess I'm not target
audience, still glad it was cheap when i bought it.
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I love puzzle games, and this game has the grooviest music and visuals. Lumines has been a big favorite of mine at least since
2013 I think. Easy to pick up, hard to put down, great game to zone out to. I've played many versions of this game, and this has
to be one of the best. It's such a huge step up from the original Lumines for PC, and I can't get enough of how good it looks and
sounds.
Lumines is both very unique and experimental as well as familiar with its tetris-like gameplay. It's simple, and that's what makes
it so great. I could play this until I die if I had enough skins to go through.. Hells yeah.. It has its share of bugs and it's not
perfect but I honestly found it enjoyable. There's a lot of great potential in here and I hope the dev continues to improve the
game.. For being a short game and just a 'taste' of what may come, I must say I really enjoyed this game. That being said I'll
start reviewing it.

GRAPHICS:
+I like the level design a lot. Very fantasy like and it really immerses you in the game. Keep it like that!
.. That's about it really.

STORY:
+The story was decent. Of course you'll be left out with more questions than answers. But the story is good enough for you to
play through the entire game.
+I did like them adding side quests, although there are only 1 or 2 it's something that could make this VR game more unique.
-It is very clich\u00e9 and most of it was to be expected before it even happened. I like stories with suprises though this one did
not give me one.
+-CAN SOMEONE SHUT THAT B* UP WHEN I AM NOT IN THE MOOD TO CONTINUE THE STORY! Thanks in
advance :)

MUSIC:
+ It fits the environment and it is beautifully done!

GAMEPLAY:
Phew okay here comes the interesting one.
+Horses. The horses were weird at first but I loved using it during my playthrough! Of course if you're sensitive about such
movements then this game is really not for you.
+-Your magical powers can sometimes be quite clunky.
-The boss battle was terrible and confusing. It just doesn't make any sense. I even got him to glitch through a rock :O

Overall it's a good start for a game. I look forward for the full version!

7\/10 + 0.1 for being a free game.. The original Shadowgate and the IIgs version. This game is timeless, still every bit as fun and
frustrating as it always was! Really fun to go back and play this again after enjoying the 2014 version. If you are a modern
gamer who expects fancy things like music, be warned. There are only sound effects. So please don't trash a great old game for
no reason. I would recommend buying the package with all the Macventure games if you want some great retro point and
clicks.. Touhou but less lunatic and more music.

Also, story is dope too.. This game has so much potentail, but devs play it right dont make this a sucky buggy game please fix it
and update regularly like cold games does, in subsistence. Please dont abandon it. It's really quite good - sort-of Tetris but really
not Tetris...

It has a load of game modes and plenty of hooks - it has that "nearly dead and rescued at the last second" thing which Tetris was
brilliant at

Highly Recommended

p.s. if you like that, seek out Slydris - it's not available on Steam but is worth finding as it's also a rather excellent Tetris
Variant!!
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